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ABSTRACT 

Football related concussions are a growing concern in society. Concussions can lead to a 
major brain disease called chronic traumatic encephalopathy. This disease leads to many 
degenerative qualities that affect physical, cognitive, and emotional aspects in football 
players. In this review, the effects, evaluation, and prevention of concussions in football 
are discussed. Concussion rates and brain damage can both be decreased through 
improving equipment such as helmet design as well as better head-on collision rules 
being developed, and better evaluation techniques for taking concussed players out of 
games. In the future, with the combination of advancements in evaluation and 
prevention, concussions can start to become less of a concern.  

 

KEYWORDS: concussion, football, chronic traumatic encephalopathy, brain damage, 
concussion prevention. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

In football, concussions are a common occurrence. Football is a prime entrant for 
concussion research because it is a contact heavy sport with many head on collisions. 
Many football players’ lives and their families are affected, so it is important to research 
concussions. Concussions are common understated injuries, however, concussions 
related to football have gained more attention from society recently. Football related 
concussions are described as a blow to the head that causes the brain to move suddenly 
in the skull. In the past, since concussions were not taken seriously, equipment such as 
helmets were not improved to prevent injury 1. Without advanced equipment, numerous 
players sustain injuries. In one study, almost 90% of the 202 players sampled had chronic 
traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) 2, which is a disease that degenerates the brain 2. The 
position with the most players diagnosed with CTE is lineman 2. This position has the 
most head to head collisions because they experience contact almost every play of a 
game, unlike a quarterback or punter who the linemen are instructed to protect from the 
opposing team’s players.  Researching football related concussions will lead to 
advancements in equipment, concussion tests and prevention. In this review, the many 
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effects of concussions, ways to evaluate concussions on the field, and how concussions 
can be prevented by football leagues are discussed. 

 

EFFECTS 

Physical  

Post-concussion physical effects are researched through electrophysiological testing3 
and neuroimaging testing such as magnetic resonance imaging 4. Changes in the 
microstructure of brain tissue are found through a special, advanced technique in this 
field 4. It has been found through magnetic resonance imaging that there are alterations 
in white matter in the brain 4 as well as axonal damage 5. Damage has also been found in 
players with post-concussion syndrome who had thalamic, temporal, and late frontal 
changes in their brains 5. An immediate physical effect of concussions occurs when a 
football player loses conscienceless after a direct collision to the head.  Other physical 
symptoms football players may experience are headaches, dizziness, fatigue, visual 
disturbances, noise sensitivity, and light sensitivity 6.  Many football players ignore these 
physical effects and do not alert the proper medical personal because they do not want 
to be removed from the game and miss future games, leading to further damage. With 
physical damage occurring to the brains of football players other deteriorations follow as 
result. 

Cognitive 

Alongside the physical effects, cognitive effects can ensue. A football player’s risk of 
neurodegenerative disorders as they age is increased through multiple concussions 7. 
Following concussions, players may have post-concussion syndrome. This syndrome is 
characterized by its ability to hinder the senses and brain function 8. With these effects, 
it becomes hard to concentrate and behave normally. Examples of these effects are 
memory deficits, attention/concentration deficits, and executive function deficits 6. 
These effects are not only hard on the player, but his family as well. If the damages are 
too detrimental, the player may act so uncharacteristically that his family might not 
recognize him.  In one study, it was found that retired National Football League players’ 
rate of dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, or another memory-related disease was almost 
2% higher in ages 30-49 and almost 5% higher is ages 50+ compared to men of the same 
age in the United States population 9. This shows a significant correlation between 
repeated head injuries and brain diseases in football players.  

Psychological  

When a player’s cognitive abilities begin to deteriorate, his emotional state may become 
affected as well. The player may become depressed, anxious, or irritable 6. This can cause 
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the player to act irrationally and start to lose relationships with friends and family.  A 
significant relationship between multiple concussions and diagnosis of lifetime 
depression was found in a study of 2552 retired National Football League players 3. 
Multiple concussions affect footballs players later on in their lives, after their careers are 
over. In another study, it was found that retired National Football League players’ rate in 
all of the following was almost 17% higher in ages 30-49 and 8% higher in ages 50+ 
compared to men of the same age in the United States population: most of the day you 
felt sad, empty or depressed, most of the day you were very discouraged about how 
things were going in your life, you lost interest in most things you usually enjoy like work, 
hobbies, and personal relationships, and most of the time you were very irritable, 
grumpy or in a bad mood 9. NFL players had much higher rates than average American 
men. This strengthens the fact that multiple concussions have effects after the initial 
concussion period.   

 

EVALUATION 

There are tests implemented in football leagues for concussion evaluation on site. In 
collegiate football, one such test is the King-Devick test which assesses a potentially 
concussed player on their vision, speech ability, and attention in under two minutes 10. 
This test has been proven to accurately assess players with concussions, leading to them 
being removed from play to preserve their health 10. If the test is failed players are not 
allowed to return to the game, and their lives are potentially saved since repeated head 
injuries are what lead to CTE and other brain diseases. On site tests like the King-Devick 
are vital because concussions are not completely preventable at the current moment. 
While the King-Devick test was accurate in adolescents 11, not all tests are as accurate. 
This is why it is important to research all tests used by football leagues to assess 
concussions. In one study, a sideline assessment test called the Sport Concussion 
Assessment Tool-Third Edition (SCAT3) was found to be influenced by physical exertion 
during play 12. Therefore, more research should be conducted on sideline assessment 
tests so that only accurate tests are used for evaluation across all football leagues from 
youth to professional.   

  

PREVENTION  

Equipment 

Football helmets are the most important piece of equipment when it comes to 
preventing players from obtaining concussions. Helmet designs are being modified and 
improved to further reduce risk of concussions. Earlier football helmets were only made 
out of leather, contemporary football uses more advanced materials in helmets including 
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metals, plastics, and rubber 13. While better materials are now used, they can still be 
improved. In collisions, more than half of impact sites are to the front and sides of the 
helmet 1, so by modifying helmets in these areas of impact concussions can be reduced. 
In one study, it was concluded through computer simulation that face mask (front of 
helmet) design is significant to brain response during frontal impacts 14.  There was 
almost a 40% drop in brain strain with an optimal helmet design compared to a base 
model 14. With this optimized helmet design, concussions can be reduced. If a previously 
concussed football player makes it through concussion protocol without detection and 
enters a game, chances of repeated injury are lowered through the advanced equipment.  

 

Rules 

There are rules set forth to prevent concussions at all levels of football. The “Crown of 
the helmet rule” is one used by National Football League 15. This rule penalizes players 
that use the top of their helmet to initiate contact intentionally, and it has been found to 
effectively reduce concussions in some players 15. Although rules such as these decrease 
risk of concussions, they increase the risk of damage to the lower body such as the knee 
or ankle 16. Since the rules penalize hits to head, players target the lower body when 
tackling. Further research should be conducted on producing rules where concussions 
can be reduced without increasing injuries to another region of the body. A study 
conducted on high school football showed that a rule limiting full contact practice 
reduced the incidences of concussions by half 17. This rule limited the amount of time a 
team could have full contact practice 17. By limiting contact, the chance of head-on 
collision is reduced. More research should be conducted in the future to further 
strengthen the validity of this study. By doing this, it would prompt other levels of 
football to adopt the same rule.   

 

CONCLUSION  

Concussions have many negatives effects. These effects include physical, cognitive, and 
psychological differences, all of which are detrimental to football players. Therefore, 
evaluation techniques like the King-Devick test must be consistent and accurate to make 
sure players are safe. There are measures put into place to prevent concussions from 
occurring in football, but no measure is completely effective. It is important to study 
concussions because many football players have repeated head injuries leading to CTE 
and the effects mentioned in this review (Table 1). To combat this, more research needs 
to be done in protective equipment, and how it can be improved. Also, more research 
should be conducted on how preventive concussion rule changes in football are not only 
beneficial, but also detrimental as the “Crown of the Helmet” rule is. Lastly, future 
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research should be done on tests such as the King-Devick so that not only football, but 
other sports leagues adopt similar techniques for assessing concussions. 

 

Table 1. Concussion Effects, Evaluation Techniques, and Prevention. 

Type of Effect Effects Evaluation 
Technique  

Prevention 
Methods 

 
Physical 

Changes in the 
microstructure of brain 
tissue4 

Axonal damage4,5  
Thalamic, temporal and 
late frontal brain 
changes5 

Headaches6 

Dizziness6 

Fatigue6 

Visual disturbances6 
Noise sensitivity6 
Light sensitivity6 

 

Advanced magnetic 
resonance imaging4 

 

Physical 
examination 
 
Electrophysiological 
testing3 

 

Helmets/other 
protective 
equipment 
 
Head-on 
collision rules15 

 

 
Cognitive/Psychological 

Memory deficits6 
Attention/concentration 
deficits6  
Executive function 
Deficits6 

Depression6  
Irritability6 

Anxiety6 

 

King-Devick Test10 

 

Sport Concussion 
Assessment Tool-
Third Edition12 

Prohibition of 
reentering the 
game.  
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ABSTRACT 

Bioprinting is an additive tissue manufacturing process in which cells are stacked in a 
layer by layer process. Progress in bioprinting techniques have advanced the potential in 
various medical disciplines such as printed tissue, organs, and bone structures for 
implantation. Due to the wide array of variations in terms of application there can be a 
lot of confusion as to what the best method would be to print a structure. This review will 
describe key factors to the printing process such as bioink selection, printer 
configurations as well as post-print stabilization methods. Greater understanding of 
available technologies can dramatically improve print quality, function, and ease. 

 

KEYWORDS: 3D Printing, bioink, cell viability, fused deposition modeling, organ 
transplant 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Organ transplants are a costly procedure1 in the world of healthcare due to the 
nationwide decrease in organ donations.2 This deprivation has triggered the search for 
solutions to alleviate the gap between patient wait time and organ availability. The need 
for organ transplants potentially can be remedied with innovative research in pluripotent 
stem cells engineering, or bioprinting.3 Understanding the variety of technologies 
available within the domain of pluripotent stem cell printing is crucial to be able to get 
an effective benefit from their use. Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting is one of the 
fastest growing pioneer fields of science4 which utilizes aspects from both engineering 
and biology to merge the two disciplines. Bioprinting first began out of the mechanical 
engineering realm of 3D printing. 3D printing is an additive manufacturing (AM) process 
in which a digital design is fabricated layer by layer into a 3D structure.4  

3D printers are being employed in more than just the engineering world and are crossing 
disciplines with a number of different fields, including the medical sector.5 
Advancements in pluripotent stem cell research have allowed for the printing of an array 
of biological structures ranging from the simple creation of small tissues and blood 
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vessels 6 to larger organ structures and even bone.7 Researchers still face the problem of 
printing large highly complex structures, such as lungs. There are also problems with cell 
viability and long-term functionality of printed structures that need to be addressed. One 
general solution to some of these challenges is the specialization of printing equipment 
and techniques. This review article will discuss the various techniques that are utilized in 
bioprinting, specifically (1) three different printing methodologies: inkjet-based, laser, 
and microextrusion. Finally, some techniques for (2) post-print stabilization and viability 
will be discussed.  

 

PRINTING METHODOLOGY 

Many types of printers are available for the purpose of bioprinting. The three most 
common types used by researchers are inkjet-based printer, laser based printers, and 
microextrusion. These printers can vary in factors such as their mechanical design, cost, 
precision and speed and viability of biological structures. Each printer also has several 
specific advantages and disadvantages depending on the intended output of the 
structure.  

Inkjet-based printing  

Inkjet-based printers perform by depositing controlled volumes of bioink to 
predetermined locations.4 Inkjet printers were initially intended for commercial use but 
have been modified by trading in the ink cartridge with biological material, and the paper 
for an electronic elevator stage that moves across the x, y, and z- axis. Now inkjet printers 
are the most popular printers used bioprinting. These reconfigured printers operate 
using two types of drop injection: thermal and acoustic forces. 

Thermal inkjet printers electrically heat an extrusion nozzle or print head to hundreds of 
degrees (200 °C -300 °C).8 Heating then produces pulses of pressure which force droplets 
from the nozzle.8 The advantages of the thermal inkjet printers are that they are low in 
cost and widely available. Thermal inkjets also have a very high printing speed.9 This is 
due to their simple design and inexpensive parts. However, these printers can have a 
number of draw backs such as low droplet directionality, unequal droplet size, and cell 
exposure to thermal and mechanical stress.4 Acoustic inkjet printers generate sound 
waves within the printer head by utilizing a piezoelectric crystal.9 The sudden voltage 
induces a sudden change in shape generating pressure to move bioink droplets from the 
nozzle.8  

The additional advantages of this technique are that the droplet size is more uniform 
during extrusion.4 This gives printed structures a higher surface resolution. Another 
advantage of the inkjet printer is that it can generally be found at a very low cost. Inkjet 
printers are also compatible with a broad range of organic and inorganic materials and 
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hydrogels.6 The fast speed of the printer is also a valuable trait that some researchers 
have taken advantage of in the regeneration of skin and cartilage in situ.10 The printer 
can deposit cellular material directly into wounded skin and cartilage to seal or stop the 
spread of damage. Despite this speed advantage, there are some disadvantages to inkjet 
printing. These printers are subject to frequent nozzle clogging during deposition.4 When 
this happens the droplet size from extruder becomes nonuniform.  

Laser printing  
Laser-based printing (LAB) consists of three main components: a pulse laser source, 
beam delivery optics, and a coated target called the ribbon opposite to the substrate 
receiving the target.11 This system is known as laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) in 
which laser pulses are fired at a cell containing absorbing layer that make high pressure 
bubbles propel toward a substrate.4 The pulse laser serves as the power source in this 
configuration, and beam optics are the way the laser’s strength, position and optical 
focus are controlled. The deposition of the substrate is indirect. Although laser printers 
are less commonly used than inkjet and microextrusion9, they are still a valuable method 
for tissue and organ printing. Since LIFT based printers run on light based manipulation, 
there is no chance for nozzle clogging seen in other printer configurations. 11 This lessens 
stoppable time and the need for “re-running” during print deposition. Laser based 
printers can deposit cells at a wide range (1-300 mPa/s) of viscosities. A test of varying 
viscosities found that quality of surface resolution increased in mammalian cells.9, 12 

Despite these advantages, LAB have several drawbacks. LAB printers are generally more 
expensive than inkjet and microextrusion printers due to their complex designs. Laser 
systems configured to printing systems make up a major of costs on their own, but 
organic ribbon coats are also costly because they are difficult to manufacture.13 Another 
drawback is that start-up (pre-heating and ribbon substrate prep)  to completion time is 
time consuming. There is also the problem of contamination from metallic residue left 
behind from the absorbing layer. However, researchers seeking to utilize more sensitive 
materials found that use of non-metallic absorbing layers reduced contaminates.14 
Complete removal of an absorbing layer could also be a potential solution in the 
reduction of residue.  

Microextrusion printing   

Microextrusion printing robotically controls the extrusion of materials onto a substrate 
surface using pressure.15 Bioinks are inserted into a dispensing syringe or tube and then 
forced out of the nozzle either by a piston or a screw driven mechanism.16 Unlike inkjet 
and laser based printing, microextrusion does not dispense bioink in small droplets, but 
rather in large hydrogel filaments. Screw-based extrusion coils the filament in a 
downward motion out of the dispenser, this system works better at dispensing hydrogels 
with higher viscosities.17-18  Piston driven extrusion compresses the bioink down the tube 
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or syringe9. A test of print resolution concluded that this manner of printing offers better 
spatial control then screw-based extrusion and reduced force output,15 providing more 
control to overall flow. The general cost of an microextrusion printer is in the affordable 
range (Table 1), as these printers are the most common type of printing method for the 
purpose of 3D cell laden structures.   

The major drawback of microextrusion printing is that the process is very slow. The 
viability of the cell is also lower in extrusion printing compared to LIFT and inkjet printing. 
This is most likely due to the stress and pressure from the piston driver that the cells are 
exposed to.9 Cell viability for microextrusion is lower than inkjet-based bioprinting.9 

The advantages of microextrusion include their ability to deposit very high cell densities 
(Table 1). This is an important benefit as it allows for larger and thicker cell filaments to 
be made which can increase the range of possible bioinks that can be extruded. The 
bioink can be specifically printed as spheroids. It has been shown that self-assembling 
spheroids accelerate tissue organization and have the potential to form complex 
structures.19 This also increases the surface resolution of the structure, so the surface is 
smoother than inkjet and laser printing. (Table 1)  

 

Table 1. Comparison of Common 3D Printer Configurations for Bioprinting 

 BIOPRINTER TYPE  

 Inkjet-Based 
Printing 

Laser 
Printing 

Microextrusion  References  

EXTRUSION 
PROCESS 

Air bubble 
expansion via 

thermal resistor 
or transducer 

Laser induced 
forward 
transfer 

Pressure 
generator 

concentrated 
valve. 

3-4 

MATERIAL 
COMPATIBILITY   

Broad Range Medium 
Range  

Very Broad 
range 

9, 12 

PRINT SPEED Fast Medium Slow 9, 20 
DROPLET SIZE  50–300 mm >20 microm 100 microm–1 

mm 

3 

SPATIAL 
RESOLUTION  

Medium Medium High 6, 11 

CELL VIABILITY  >85% 40-80% >95% 7, 12 
GENERAL 
PRINTER COST  

Low High Medium 17 

Table 1 
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3D STRUCTURE AND VIABILTY  

Sufficient surface resolution is important during the printing process of a design, but 
resolution does not matter if the structure does not last. Newly bioprinted models also 
require time for cells to grow and develop connections with neighboring cells around 
them.5 Researchers exercise a number of post-printing techniques to elongate cell 
viability time. These techniques can involve building support structures or immersing the 
structure in a solution. Hydrophilic plastic support structures can be built to confine 
injected materials in an immiscible gel allowing for increased duration and strength of 
printed structure.21 Alternating the method deposition can also change viability. 
Researchers testing optimal scaffolding structures utilized fusion based deposition 
systems to print bone.7 Fusion based deposition is an alternative inkjet printing system 
that uses more than one nozzle.  

Newly printed structures can also be submerged in a solution to prompt growth of cell. 
Researcher found that injecting packed micelle lipids into semi-solid organogels were 
able to self-heal,18 signifying that printing within this gel solution helps stability. This 
method is beneficial when support structures cannot be created for soft structures like 
skin tissue. The size of the print determines the type of modification needed. Generally 
larger prints have larger droplet volume and require more manipulation and time to 
prolong cell life and establish extracellular connection.  Droplet volume is reduced when 
concentration of carboxylated agarose is increased,20 improving print quality in both bulk 
and fine printed materials for several weeks. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Background knowledge of the variety of equipment available in bioprinting will help 
increase success in printing, especially for highly specified structures. Initial factors to 
take into consideration include the printer configuration and the standard of bioink the 
printer can accept. Injection design is also a crucial factor that vary in droplet size, cell 
dispensation, and ink compatibility. Post print modification are made to elongate cell/ 
tissue viability as well as simulate growth. Improving bioprinting techniques will raise the 
quality of printed tissues and organs which have the potential to be used in number of 
medical disciplines. One of the many end goals of bioprinting technology is to create a 
more patient-specific approach to healthcare. This would be seen in situations such as 
organ transplants where patient wait time will be reduced, because organs can be 
created on a needed basis. One potential direction for further research may be the 
complete removal of an absorbance layer within LIFT printing. This could potentially be 
a solution to metallic contamination in cells. 
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ABSTRACT  

Waste water treatment plants are considered simple solutions for poor surface water 
quality and are used in every developed and developing society. There are varying types 
of waste treatment plants. The systems are rarely able to purify all water that passes 
through the system. The problem with a mix-and-treat waste water system is the strain 
from sudden influxes of water. Systems that combine storm runoff accept variability in 
the volume of water that needs treating. Effluent is discharged when the plant cannot 
treat all the waste. The purpose of this review is to determine which system is the closest 
to meeting the theoretical goal by analyzing the long-term effects of how effluent, 
verses unfiltered storm runoff, affect the quality of surface water. The results of this 
review will provide a direction for future research in determining a water treatment 
system with the least impact on the environment. 

KEYWORDS:  Surface water quality, effluent, riparian buffer, Combined sewer system, 
storm runoff 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of every water treatment plant is to convert non-potable water into water 
that is safe to ingest. Although there are a variety of systems designed for purpose of 
water purity, all water has undergone some process to ensure its quality for 
consumption. All water treatment centers used to treat public water utilize biological and 
chemical processes to purify water either for consumption or releasing it into a water 
body. The most common systems include a multi-step processes for removing unwanted 
particles from the water. The wastewater is sent through a screen to remove large 
physical objects from the water. The next stage is the grit chamber, where a difference 
in current speeds allows finer particles to settle to the bottom of the tank as waste while 
the water continues to a sludge tank. The sludge tank is used to breakdown organic 
particles in the water by hosting bacteria in the sludge and aerating the water. The water 
moves through a series of chambers. The first chamber is anaerobic, followed by anoxic 
and oxic tanks. Each one of the tanks targets a specific type of bacteria to exterminate 
from the water. The final two steps are to have the water move through various fine 
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filters including a biofilm and then it is sent through a chamber where the water passes 
under a strong UV lamp to eliminate any other bacterium in the water1. 

Some water systems have storm runoff channeled through the water facility, Combined 
Sewer System, CSS.  The flaw in this type of system is that when the system is under too 
much strain it can result in combined sewer overflows, CSO. A CSO results in partially 
treated or untreated water being discharged as effluent into a water body2. In contrast, 
other city designs channel storm runoff directly into the surface water supply, collecting 
contaminants along the way3. In either system, contaminants are discharged into local 
ecosystems4-5. In this review, I will discuss the impact of these water systems on surface 
water quality and the surrounding ecosystem. 

COMBINED SEWERS 

Combined Sewer systems are a common water infrastructure design. It consists of a 
treatment facility that has both sewage and storm runoff channeled into the plant. One 
benefit of a CSS facility is the dilution of pharmaceutical waste. The current water system 
techniques and filters are only capable of eliminating some pharmaceutical wastes from 
the water. Although the same amount of medical waste would be present in either 
system, because of the higher volume of water in a CSS the concentration is lower6. 
Water treatment facilities that treat storm runoff as well as waste water, results in the 
sporadic discharge of effluent. Effluent is water evacuated from the plant that has not 
been fully treated, still containing contaminants7. Combined sewer systems handle a 
higher volume of water than non-combined systems. The higher volume of water can 
decrease the concentration of pollutants bringing them within legal limits for potable 
water8. 

WHY EFFLUENT IS DISCHARGED 

Effluent is discharged because the water treatment plant receives a volume of water 
greater than the capacity for treatment at the site. Water discharges occur from 
combined sewer overflows2. The plants will evacuate some of the waters either treated, 
partially treated, or untreated. Partially treated water is when only a few preliminary 
steps of water treatment occur prior to discharge5. The minimum treatment water can 
receive and be considered partially treated is the initial passing though the screen and 
the final step of UV radiation1.  UV radiation is a crucial step in the process in order to 
prevent bacterium, including antibiotic-resistant bacteria, from replicating after the 
water is discharged9. 

LONG TERM EFFECTS OF EFFLUENT 
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Long term effects of effluent in natural water systems has been the center for several 
studies. Often an overlooked aspect of CSO is the downstream effect. Multiple water 
treatment plants will need to discharge in a similar timeframe causing greater 
concentrations of E. Coli downstream2. Regular discharge of effluents into water bodies 
will result in elevated levels of nitrogen and phosphorus in the water10. Higher levels of 
nitrogen and phosphorus can drastically change ecosystems through eutrophication. 
The excess of nitrogen and phosphorus will alter populations within the ecosystem, most 
commonly increasing algae populations, decreasing the amount of dissolved oxygen in 
the system10. In some cases, the level of available oxygen can decrease to zero and 
forming dead-zones. Along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico there is a large dead-zone 
where the dissolved oxygen levels have been depleted to the point where only a select 
few organisms can survive in the area. The zone stretches from the Mississippi delta to 
eastern Texas.11 

STORM RUNOFF 

Storm runoff can provide varying strain on water treatment facilities. Storm water 
presents an unknown volume of water and contamination to some water infrastructure 
designs. The systems that treat storm runoff separately from sewage can avoid 
discharges of sewage effluent. The concentration of pollution from storm runoff varies 
with the physical components of the area12. There are methods for decreasing storm 
water pollutants without the use of a combined water treatment plant. In most cases 
runoff quality is managed through the upkeep of riparian buffers. In most cases these 
buffers are preferred for preventing sediments, nitrogen, and phosphorus from entering 
the water system13. The pollutants found in untreated storm runoff can be classified by 
PSD (Particle size distribution) and TSS (total suspend solids)12 ( Table 1.). 

The effectiveness of riparian buffers was tested along the edge of the Jobos Bay 
watershed in Puerto Rico14. The study ran for three years and faced two tropical storms. 
The study was focused on three aspects of water flow impacted by riparian buffers. The 
study compared four zones of land two protected from the buffer one closest to buffer 
and one directly behind it and two unaffected land areas of approximately the same size. 
The results from the experiment determined that the areas impacted by the buffer 
showed an overall decrease in water by 16% and subsurface flow decreased by 99%, and 
the overall sedimentation had a decrease in 24% relative to the land-zones without a 
riparian buffer. The buffer demonstrated a decrease of Nitrogen by 31% and Phosphorus 
29% in the water collected by the sampling wells14. Riparian buffers are also useful to 
combat temperature pollution of water systems. When the rain water hits the surface, 
the thermal energy leaves the surface and is transferred to the water. Due to waters high 
specific heat capacity, it is capable of carrying the thermal energy for long periods of time 
and will continually gain thermal energy as it travels across surfaces heated by the sun or 
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other means. Riparian buffers aid in temperature control by slowing the rate of influx into 
the system, allowing the thermal energy time to dissipate. Buffers are also responsible 
for lower surface temperatures by shading the system from the sun as well as limiting 
the influence of wind on changing the systems temperature15. 

CONCLUSION 

This research is important to everyday life because safe water is required in any 
functioning society. As water systems change with time to suite a growing population it 
is important to consider how the facilities will impact the environment. Future research 
in this area should consider different biological process for limiting the impact of effluent 
and surface runoff and how pharmaceutical waste in water should be treated3. Surface 
water quality is essential to a healthy community and a trademark of developed nations.4 
When surface water quality is increased and preserved, all ecosystems will show an 
increased health and productivity. 

Table 1. The average Total Suspended Solids (TSS) in Storm runoff, and Effluent 
around industrialized cities. 

Type of Water TSS (PPM) Study 

Storm runoff 150 

Surface water quality in a 
water run-off canal system: 
A case study in Jubail 
Industrial City, Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia16 

Effluent 450 

Developing the remote 
sensing-based early warning 
system for monitoring TSS 
concentrations in Lake 
Mead17 

PPM = Parts Per Million 
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ABSTRACT 

When a violent crime occurs, blood evidence is found at the crime scene. Bloodstain 
pattern analysis is a subfield in forensic science that utilizes blood evidence to reach a 
conclusion about a crime. The shape and convergence of bloodstains can infer the murder 
weapon and origin of attack, which is crucial when reviewing witness statements. 
However, analyst error sometimes results in inaccurate conclusions. This review will focus 
on how blood is detected and classified and include certain factors that may affect blood 
appearance. Current classification methods will be discussed as well as new, emerging 
methods. Future research into analytical methods could allow blood pattern analysis to 
become a more reliable area of forensic science.  

 

KEYWORDS: Bloodstain pattern analysis, luminol, DNA, impact spatter, directional 
analysis 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA) is one of the subcategories in the field of forensic 
science. Blood evidence is crucial in criminal investigations because it can corroborate or 
dismiss a witness’s account of the crime. Additionally, because blood is rich in DNA, it can 
also be used to generate a DNA profile to match either the suspect or victim. Thus, it is 
imperative to have methods of blood detection that simultaneously preserve the genetic 
information. After the presence of blood is confirmed, it is then classified. In the 1960s, Dr. 
Paul Kirk made contributions to blood spatter analysis by categorizing blood by size and 
speed at which it hits the surface. 1-2 His description of velocity impact spatter being low, 
medium, and high is still employed in the field today. 1 While BPA is heavily relied on in the 
forensic science community, its validity is becoming questioned. The discernibility of 
bloodstain evidence can be difficult for analysts and is further complicated by other 
environmental and health factors that contribute to bloodstain appearance. To combat 
this problem, new, computerized methods are being tested to improve scientific accuracy 
and the reliability of the legal system. 
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METHODS OF BLOOD DETECTION AND TESTING 

To classify blood and perform a thorough analysis, its presence must first be detected and 
confirmed. Typically, analysts will first use the Appearance, Behavior, and Context (ABC) 
Approach to Bloodstain Verification because it can be impractical to test an entire crime 
scene for blood. 1 However, when chemical tests are necessary, they are utilized based on 
whether the suspected blood is visible or not. Often, blood is hard to detect, especially if 
criminals attempt to conceal the evidence by washing it away or using cleaning products. 
Fortunately, there are many tests to aid analysts. 

Visible Blood Testing Methods  

In the Kastle-Meyer test, a blood sample is treated with ethanol and phenolphthalein, a 
colored indicator. 3 When the solution changes from colorless to pink with the addition of 
hydrogen peroxide, blood is present. 3 While the Kastle-Meyer test is affordable and quick, 
it cannot be applied directly to the bloodstain because it destroys DNA evidence. 3 Thus, it 
would be best applied when there is ample blood evidence to perform other confirmatory 
and DNA tests. Alone, hydrogen peroxide is also useful because it produces white foam 
from the formation of oxygen bubbles by the catalase enzyme in blood, which can easily 
be observed. 4 Although hydrogen peroxide has low sensitivity, it is practical because it is 
affordable and does not interfere with DNA extraction, even after 30 days of chemical 
presence. 4  

Invisible Blood Testing Methods 

While hydrogen peroxide is applied to visible blood, it is also employed when blood is hard 
to detect. It has the ability to change the color of blood, and the white foam also provides 
color contrast against dark surfaces. 4  This makes hydrogen peroxide best utilized on dark, 
hard-to-see surfaces because it makes blood easily visible. Additionally, infrared imaging 
analyzes bloodstains on dark surfaces. 4 Even though it does not use chemicals, its use is 
impractical because it cannot detect small blood stains. 3-4 Lastly, luminol is one of the 
most common methods used in blood testing and was first employed in 1937. 3 In darkness, 
luminol produces a blue-tinted chemiluminescence (glow) when exposed to hemoglobin 
in blood. 3-4 Luminol has been able to detect blood on surfaces that have been concealed 
by several layers of paint, and it is even successful on degraded samples while keeping the 
DNA intact. 5 Thus, luminol’s high sensitivity makes it the most practical method of blood 
testing. Unfortunately, inconclusive results can result from factors affecting luminol 
including its age, preparation, storage, and measure of chemiluminescence. 6 One study 
concluded that even blank samples emitted low chemiluminescence. 6 While current 
methods still provide analysts with sufficient information, it is evident that more studies 
must be done to test luminol’s reliability. Overall, further research may also provide 
analysts with a more affordable, sensitive, and consistent method for blood identification.  
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CLASSIFICATION OF BLOODSTAINS 

Once it is confirmed that blood is present at a crime scene, analysts can then classify it 
(Figure 1). Low-velocity impact spatters are produced when blood drips by gravity and are 
easily discerned by smooth edges and round appearance. 1-2  Medium-velocity impact 
spatter consists of a combination of large and small drops that travel faster than low 
velocity spatters. 2 Medium-velocity spatter is often accompanied by cast-off blood, since 
blunt-force attacks with an object are involved. 2 Lastly, high-impact velocity spatter 
occurs when high force is applied that sends the blood into a fine mist. 3 This type of blood 
spatter is caused by explosives and car accidents, although it is most associated with 
gunshots. 2 Transfer and smear blood are also typically found at crime scenes and can have 
several causes: hair, hands, fabric, footprints, knives, hands, etc. 2-3 Although there are 
many different ways of classifying blood, it isn’t always straightforward. There are several 
factors that can pose a challenge for analysts and make for a difficult classification. 

 

FACTORS AFFECTING BLOOD STAIN PATTERNS 

For forensic investigators, blood stains can be valuable in reconstructing crime scenes. 
Commonly, blood is used to determine the time that a crime occurred. However, there are 
many variables that can make interpretations difficult.  

Environmental Factors 

When one study varied relative humidity from 16-93%, it discovered that drying times of 
blood droplets were not significantly affected under 60% humidity. 7 However, because 
evaporation is difficult under high humidity, drying times were considerably altered when 
it was above 60%. 7 A similar study found the evaporation rate of blood droplets slowed as 
relative humidity increased from 12-66.5%. 8 The report also concluded that the 
morphology of blood and crack formation differed with varying relative humidity. 8 By 
examining the two studies, it can be decided that the drying of blood is directly influenced 
by relative humidity. One study was successfully able to predict the age of bloodstains up 
to one week by utilizing Ramen spectroscopy. 9 However, this testing method became 
increasingly inaccurate as the age of the bloodstain increased. 9  Although this technology 
could become a staple in the BPA community, there were several errors with this 
experiment: all environmental conditions were held constant, surfaces were not varied, 
and the volume of blood was also consistent throughout. Future research must be done to 
account for the various scenarios that blood spatter analysts may run into during 
investigations. Besides bloodstains, blood pools are commonly used for determining the 
time of the crime. It was determined that when all factors are held constant, blood drying 
occurs in five distinct stages, each with their own characteristics. 10 However, the 
temperature, humidity, substrate wettability (how easily blood can spread over a surface), 
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and volume of pool can make it difficult to determine drying times. 10 The volume of pool 
can be further complicated if blood seeps into carpet or hair. 1  

Health Factors  

Lastly, health factors may also play a role in drying rates. Anticoagulants can delay drying 
times through defective clotting, resulting in blood cells settling within a pool. 1 
Additionally, alcoholics are more susceptible to viruses which expedite the settling of 
blood. 1 Thus, it is imperative for blood spatter analysts to be informed by the forensic 
pathologist of any health condition the victim may have suffered from. Lastly, expirated 
blood can often be misidentified as high-velocity impact spatter like that in Figure 1 
because it produces a fine mist. 2 Exhaled blood results from injuries to the mouth, throat 
or lungs. 1-2 Because of these similarities, testing for saliva is sometimes necessary to 
determine if the blood was exhaled. 2 

Overall, there is an obvious gap in the field – much of the evidence is analyzed and 
interpreted by humans alone, leading to errors and false conclusions. Fortunately, 
research into new, automated methods could increase accuracy by applying numerical 
data.  

 

RELIABILITY OF ANALYSIS AND COMPUTERIZED METHODS 

In forensic science, it is imperative to have scientists who are accurate to produce reliable 
results. However, human error is unavoidable. Because of this, automated methods are 
becoming an experimental subject in the forensic science community.  For example, one 
study found that 20% of blood pattern analysts were incorrect when asked to identify a 
blood spatter. However, most incorrect analysts were novice and did not have extensive 
BPA training or courtroom expertise. 11 Although experts are not completely error-free, it 
is evident that there is a correlation between experience and accuracy when identifying 
blood spatter. Commonly, errors in identifying blood spatter evidence arise when the 
crime scene has overlapping stains that make each hard to distinguish. 12-13 An example is 
one case study, where a man was shot and decapitated. 14 Many different blood spatter 
types were present: high-velocity impact spatter from the gunshot, arterial spurts 
resulting from the decapitation, and low-velocity drops and smears from being dragged. 
14 So, a crime scene may have a combination of blood spatter like that in Figure 1. One 
study applies an image-processing method that divides blood spatter into local and 
globular features which are assigned quantitative data. 12 Although more blood spatter 
types must be tested, statistical analysis could be applied to this data in the future to 
quickly distinguish between bloodstain patterns. 12 Multi-resolution 3D scanning is another 
tool that takes enhanced and accurate crime scene photos to be examined by analysts. 13 
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Although this method requires little set-up time and limits the analyst’s contact with the 
crime scene, is has high cost and long data-processing times. 13  

Not only can it be difficult to categorize a bloodstain, but finding the origin of one can also 
pose a challenge. Traditionally, stringing is used – a marker is placed in the center of each 
bloodstain along with a string.1, 3 Using trigonometry, the attached string is then angled in 
the direction from which the blood came.1, 3 Stringing is a tedious process that has 
problems regarding false areas of convergence. 1, 3 However, new methods are attempting 
to combat this drawback. HemoVision is a computer software that uses bloodstain 
markers and computer algorithms to determine flight path of drops and their areas of 
convergence. Although this method is time-efficient and eliminates manual 
measurements, it is only successful when all the blood spatter is on a single wall. 15 
Directional analysis is another method utilized by analysts that finds areas of bloodstain 
convergence. One study sought out to improve this current method by employing a 
modified (trimmed) bloodstain mean and comparing it to two others: Ransac and 
arithmetic mean. 15-16 While the modified mean was most successful at determining area 
of convergence for random stains, there was no improvement when the stains were 
chosen by analysts. 16 This experiment was vital because it revealed the accuracy of current 
directional analysis methods. Overall, blood spatter analysis is improving by the 
automation of several methods. Yet, additional testing must be done to verify results and 
reliability. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Bloodstain pattern analysis will most likely always play a critical role in forensic 
investigations. With the help of certain blood testing methods, (Table 1), analysts can 
not only properly identify areas of blood, but they can also extract DNA evidence from it. 
Afterwards, they can then categorize the blood so that events of the crime can be 
learned. Human-based methods of bloodstain pattern analysis are being questioned for 
their reliability and accuracy due to the confusion and error surrounding classification 
and convergence. Because of this, exploring computerized methods could greatly 
improve the quality of science and thus reduce the amount of false convictions in the 
future. However, further research needs to be conducted to provide a solid method of 
computerized bloodstain pattern analysis that can be utilized for all types of stains.  
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Figure 1: Common types of blood spatter and transfer found at crime scenes. A). Low-

impact velocity drops are easily characterized by round, smooth edges and are produced 

by gravity. 1-2 B). High-impact velocity spatters are produced by a fine mist of blood, typically 

a result from gunshot wounds. 2-3 C). Swipes are a type of smear blood that have multiple 

causes, such as hair and hands. 2-3 D). Medium-velocity impact spatter has a combination 

of large and small drops resulting from blunt-force trauma. 2 E). Cast-off blood patterns often 

accompany medium-velocity spatters because of the blunt-force trauma. Cast-off is 

produced by blood flying off the murder weapon, such as a hammer or bat. 2 

A 

B 
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Table 1: The various methods of blood detection: benefits and ill-effects 

Method Positives Negatives 

Kastle-Meyer Affordable, quick 3 Destroys DNA evidence 3 

Hydrogen Peroxide Affordable, no DNA 
interference, produces easily 
visible white foam/changes 
color of bloodstain 4 

Low sensitivity 4 

Infrared Imaging No chemicals, no DNA 
interference 3 

Cannot detect small blood 
drops 3-4 

Luminol High sensitivity, detects 
degraded samples, no DNA 
interference 5 

False positives, accuracy 
affected by age, storage, 
preparation 6 
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Stop ‘Bycatch’ So Whales Can Catch Your 

Heart  
By Meredith Bennett     D.U.Quark 2018(2) pgs. 30-32 

Published February 18, 2018     Staff Pieces 

Imagine yourself rendered nearly immobile, and held submerged under water, entangled 
in a web of net.  It is horrifying to imagine, and yet, hundreds of thousands of cetaceans 
meet their death this way.  Whales might be among the largest species living on the earth 
today, but they are vulnerable just like us.  Many species of cetaceans (whales, dolphins, 
and porpoises), are endangered.  Most of these species are still recovering from the days 
of heavy whaling, and cannot make a comeback if their populations are continually 
threatened.  Irresponsible fishing techniques can lead to bycatch, the accidental capture 
of whales and similar species.  Bycatch puts species at incredible risk, and decimates their 
populations. Fortunately, there are other options for fishermen that present greatly 
reduced danger to critically endangered whales. 

Fishing today utilizes many different types of gear and equipment.  Unfortunately, much 
of this equipment is deadly to cetaceans.  Cetaceans are mammals, which means that 
they breathe just like us, and can drown when deprived of air.  Dolphins and porpoises 
are small enough to frequently become caught in trawl or purse seine nets.  Trawls are 
nets that are dragged behind a boat, scooping fish into the nets as they go.  Purse seine 
nets form a purse shape in the water, and are heaved up containing the fish (WDC).  As a 
result, smaller cetaceans are often brought up with schools of fish.  Because most 
dolphins and some whales travel in pods, it is possible that when an individual is trapped, 
other members will sacrifice themselves to stay by the victim’s side. 

The equipment that most affects large whales includes ghost gear and drift gill 
nets.  Ghost gear is essentially lost equipment that has fallen to the bottom of the ocean, 
or has been snagged on a rock.  This often results in the entanglement of whales when 
they embark on deep dives.  The deadliest fishing equipment for large whales are drift 
gill nets.  Often referred to as “curtains of death”, these nets are laid over the ocean 
surface overnight, and drown many whales during that time (WDC).  These nets are 
especially lethal because of their size, and how long they are left on the 
sea.  Entanglement in equipment can cause many different injuries, and make death a 
horrifying experience for the animals captured. 

No fisherman wants to accidentally capture a whale or dolphin in their equipment.  The 
number of cetaceans caught each year was in the hundreds of thousands by 2006, and a 
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change must be made (WDC).  Drowning is probably the most common way in which 
whales perish from being caught in nets, but the injuries resulting from escape can be 
just as detrimental.  Whales become desperate to break free after they have become 
entangled in nets, and the evidence of their struggles to swim away can be seen in 
horrendous injuries on deceased whales.  Injuries can be as extreme as complete or 
partial amputations of flukes and fins as the netting digs deeper into the whale’s blubber 
(WDC).  Besides being a horrible way to die, the lack of whales feeding causes problems 
for the ecosystem. 

However, there are new ideas that can be pursued in the effort to prevent bycatch.  Some 
logical alternatives to large drift gill nets could be the use of harpooning for large fish like 
tuna or marlin.  Although, harpooning does not work for all types of fish, it is still a way 
to reduce the number of nets in the sea at a given time, and would help in decreasing 
ghost gear floating to the ocean floor.  It is also a much more selective way to fish.  When 
the fishermen are amply trained to identify the animals they are looking for, there is little 
danger of injuring or killing a cetacean by mistake when harpooning. 

Whales and most dolphins are also much stronger than most small fish that are caught 
in large numbers.  Specialized fishing lines could be created that are strong enough to 
withhold the thrashing of smaller fish, but break easily under the movement of a 
whale.  Again, this is not a perfect solution by any means, but it would, theoretically, 
allow fishermen to continue making a living while potentially reducing the number of 
whales that die entangled in nets. 

Most promising might be a development by Spanish engineering student named 
Alejandro Plasencia (Plasencia).  His Remora system includes biodegradable nets with 
Radio Frequency Identification Tags (RFIDs) attached to them.  An RFID reader and a 
smartphone app are then used to track lost fishing nets, so that they may be used again, 
or at least retrieved, instead of becoming ghost equipment, dangerous to 
whales.  Finally, if they are not able to be retrieved, they will degrade in a safe way 
because of the biodegradable polymer that they are made of (Treacy).  If this innovation 
would be supported, it could have tremendous potential for remedying the problem of 
ghost fishing gear. 

These are the kinds of innovations that must be pursued to find better ways to fish.  It is 
difficult to know how soon these ideas can be implemented, and to what extent, because 
of their expense.  The fishing industry is truly a highly mismanaged system that really 
does not allow any of the involved parties to win.  It is, of course, the way in which many 
people make a living and care for their families, and the fishermen must be taken care 
of.  There will never be a perfect solution to the problem of ‘bycatch’ that completely 
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pleases everyone.  Like most problems, a solution must be found that compromises 
between the needs of the animals that fall to victim to bycatch and the fishermen. 

Little is known about whales compared to other animal species.  Answers to questions 
like, ‘Why do whales breach?’ or ‘Why do Humpback whales sing?’ are still yet to be 
found.  These questions will remain unanswered if humans continue to neglect the 
protection of these peaceful leviathans of the sea.  With an effort to pioneer new ways to 
make modern fishing more accountable, a step can be taken to restoring whale 
populations to their rightful size.  After examining the devastating injuries and fatalities 
that result from ‘bycatch’ and the possibilities for improvement, there are no excuses for 
idleness in initiating a mission to protect these stunning animals. 
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Charles Darwin, Will You Be My Valentine? 
By Meredith Bennett     D.U.Quark 2018(2) pgs. 33-34 

Published February 27, 2018     Staff Pieces  

On Wednesday, February 14th, 2018 (truly a Valentine’s Day to remember), Duquesne 
University held its annual Darwin Day celebration.  Partnered with the Audubon Society 
of Western Pennsylvania and the National Aviary, the event was a huge success.  And 
how fitting that the speakers for the celebration were Rosemary and Peter Grant, the 
renowned power couple of evolutionary biology!  It was a once in a lifetime experience 
to listen to the scientists talk about their extraordinary work, and besides being geniuses 
in the realm of biology, they were excellent orators, and were continuously entertaining. 

The Grants’ research focuses on the amazing variety of a group of finches that inhabit 
the Galapagos Islands, referred to as Darwin’s Finches.  Specifically, the scientists chose 
the small island called Daphne Major as the setting of their research because of its 
isolation from human invasion.  They landed on the island for the first time in 1973 and 
would go on to devote most of their lives to the study of those remarkable birds.  It turns 
out that Darwin’s Finches are a fantastic example of evolution in real time.  This is a kind 
of evolution that we can observe taking place within mere generations or seasons of a 
population.  The Galapagos finches are all descendent of a common ancestor bird that 
lived on the South American mainland.  As the finches dispersed themselves throughout 
the Galapagos archipelago, the environment was primed for events called adaptive 
radiation – the rapid diversification of organisms, usually spurred on by an abundance of 
resources and a dynamic environment.  The Galapagos islands offered a pristine 
environment for evolutionary change in the finches. 

According to the Grants’, there is now a total of eighteen species of Darwin’s Finches, but 
this wasn’t evident when they first arrived on the tiny island of Daphne Major.  Day-to-
day work on the island involved measuring beak width and length, weighing the birds, 
and taking blood samples.  Of the numerous species examined, the two most central 
species of finch to the Grants’ research, are Geospiza fortis and Geospiza 
scandens.  While fortis is a seed-specialist, scandens feeds on cacti on the island.  The 
beaks of the various kinds of finches are the deciding factor for what they eat, and 
consequently, how well they survive and reproduce.  The dynamic environment of 
Daphne Major allowed the finches, specifically fortis, to undergo natural selection over, 
and over again in response to environmental changes. 

One of the most dramatic environmental changes to affect the finches was the El Nino 
event of 1982-1983.  Because of the torrential rain, plants were in extreme 
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overabundance.  As a result, the plants that produce seeds that fortisusually ate, were 
smothered by other plants.  Remarkably, the average beak size of the fortis population 
decreased.  The finches that were born with smaller beaks than average were better 
equipped to eat the seeds of the new plants.  These finches survived, and produced 
offspring, while the finches that were not as fit, died.  This is natural selection at 
work.  The Grants described several other events like this one, and every time, the 
average beak size of the finches changed to make the population better fit to their 
environment. 

In addition to these discoveries of evolution in real time, the scientists have also 
encountered a phenomenon that could potentially result in a new species of 
finch.  Speciation, the creation of new species, can result from hybridization when the 
size between two species of finch are relatively alike.  This occurred when a backcross (a 
hybrid resulting from a cross with an organism’s parent) from Espanola mated with 
a fortis on Daphne Major.  This eventually led to a relatively distinct new group of birds 
referred to as Big Birds.  For all intents and purposes, Big Bird functions as a separate 
species, and is another extraordinary example of evolution observable over generations. 

Not everyone wants to be an evolutionary biologist, but that doesn’t matter.  The Grants 
make their story interesting for everyone.  If you enjoyed the talk and want to learn more 
about these famous scientists and their work on Daphne Major, The Beak of the Finch by 
Jonathon Weiner goes into detail about their discoveries.  Finally, for those who are 
interested in studying evolutionary biology in the future, Rosemary Grant says to pay 
attention to the exceptions and “follow your heart”.  This field of science is ever-
changing, and full of possibility, so let’s all celebrate Charles Darwin for laying the 
foundation that has taken us into these exciting times. 
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Who is Cheddar Man and What Does He Teach 

Us? 
By Meredith Bennett     D.U.Quark 2018(2) pgs. 35-36 

Published April 2, 2018      Staff Pieces 

A recent advancement in the study of an ancient human skeleton named ‘Cheddar Man’ 
has stunned people everywhere by giving them a better understanding of what the 
earliest Britain inhabitants looked like.  Cheddar man is a ten-thousand-year-old 
skeleton that was discovered in Cheddar Gorge in Somerset, England.  It is believed that 
he migrated to Europe around eleven thousand years ago, near the end of the last ice 
age, and was part of a group of hunter-gatherers related to similar groups that were living 
in Spain, Hungary, and Luxembourg during the Mesolithic Era. 

Mark Thomas, a scientist at University College London worked with the Natural History 
Museum in London to reconstruct Cheddar Man’s face.  First, they measured Cheddar 
Man’s skull and found that he had a thick, substantial cranium and light jaw. They then 
sequenced his entire genome, becoming the oldest Briton to have his genes mapped.  His 
genes revealed that Cheddar Man had dark skin, blue eyes, and wavy hair.  Then, using 
3D scans, Adrie and Alfons Kennis, professional Dutch model makers, made a model of 
Cheddar Man’s face. 

The genes that determine our skin color are spread over several chromosomes.  There 
are many variants, or alleles, for skin pigmentation which can be seen in the large 
spectrum of skin color among humans around the world.  Dissimilarly, eye color is 
determined by one specific gene, and has one specific variant in that gene.  Why is 
this?  Scientists are still not sure.  It is also unknown for sure why humans developed 
lighter skin at all.  The most widely accepted hypothesis is that different skin 
pigmentations are more beneficial depending on where you live.  All humans are 
descended from the first Homo sapiens population that evolved in Africa.  Once people 
migrated out of Africa, however, conditions were different.  People living in temperate 
areas, like Britain, received less sunlight, and lighter skin is known to allow more UV 
radiation into the body.  UV radiation breaks down vitamin D which is essential to the 
development of healthy bones.  his means that having lighter skin was more beneficial 
than dark skin for people living in areas where sunlight was not as readily available.  The 
discovery of Cheddar Man’s dark skin implies that skin pigmentation in Western Europe 
evolved relatively recently in terms of human history. 
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There are still many questions to answer.  Why does eye pigmentation tend to coevolve 
with skin color?  How did the dietary, migratory, and cultural changes of early humans 
lead to the diversity we see today?  Scientists also want to know more about the effects 
of exposure to pathogens on populations since ten thousand years ago, when Cheddar 
Man was living.  Did people of European descent develop disease immunities that 
resulted from the Bubonic Plague?  Discoveries like Cheddar Man and questions like 
these will lead us into the next stage of human evolutionary studies. 

To see a picture of the model of Cheddar Man’s face, 
visit https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/02/ancient-face-cheddar-man-
reconstructed-dna-spd/ 
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